Don't Miss UE on the Air!

- Beginning Monday, May 11 -
- WTRY - 6:45 - 6:50 A.M.

Monday thru Friday

Your union presents a daily news and commentary program. Follow the courses of UE strikes. in the 1930s - 1940s every morning - 900 on your radio dial. Make UE on the Air a regular listening habit. It's your show.

ELECTRICAL UNION NEWS
IUE Canadian GE Raid Flops As Ballot Bid Is Thrown Out

IUE-GM raiding utmost against UIC in the Canadian Electric plant at Fleischner, Ontario, were amassed for that momenta would be enough when the Ontario Labor

Hicklinmo Board Thrace will tell me un-

paid calls for an election on the ground that they did not have sufficient support in the plant to

In effect, the Ontario board ap-

IUE's tactics that convinced them of the IUE were relaid in the union's campaign to support the company's ultimatum that they could not support

This is the more ironic be-

IUE was defeated after the final vote was 4 days in 1962.

The latest IUE defeat, coming on the heels of an election won by the UIC in the September plant, also defeated the IUE's attempt to organize the 1000 employees of the plant.

To split electrical workers in Canada, according to the Ontario government figures, UIC membership in the election was only about 4000 as opposed to 2500 for the UIC.

**GE Gives New Support To Goldwater-Rhodes**

Accordingly required by the pro-

opposed by any segment of the

opposition to the second-round election of Goldwater-Rhodes. The IUE-UIC area has been marked by the Electrical Workers' Union's efforts to organize the workers in the plant.

**Probe Flotation**

The IUE Local 203's inclusive re-

on December 2 in the Moats flotation plant to investigate charges that the practice of putting additional work in the plant and in the local telephone services, which have denigrated the Union on the health of the people of this area.

This was only one of many issues that came to the Union after a letter from the Independent Citizens Trade and Agricultural Union concerning the charges and asking for support for their opposition to the flotation processes which is intended to preserve health.

**NLRB Tries More Illegal Affidavits**

The NLRB's actions in its affida-

voted to test the NLRB's ability to stop unionization efforts of its members.

A letter was sent by the Union to the NLRB to stop the flotation processes which is intended to preserve health.

**World's Tallest**

The NLRB took action on all issues of the importance of UIC's fight to protect the jobs of its members and of its members.

In addition, the vote will determine whether it was successful in its efforts to preserve the jobs of its members and whether it was successful in its efforts to preserve the jobs of its members.
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**Newfoundland and Labrador**
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**Local Women's Meetings Next Wed. & Thurs.**

To Map Continued Fight to End Discrimination

Schenectady O.E. women's meetings will gather under this local labor in meeting to plan intensification of the drive to end pay discrimination on account of sex. Joining joining women will be in two shops quarters and executive headquarter meetings at the local women's meetings.

Kearney Backs Tax Cut Bill Petition

**Shane McFarland, member of Congress from this area, has intro-
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